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Ouvrages papier
A concise history of Hong Kong
A military history of China
Betraying Big Brother the feminist awakening in China
Deep China the moral life of the person : what anthropology and psychiatry tell us about China today
East and West the last governor of Hong Kong on power, freedom and the future
Footbinding, feminism and freedom The liberation of women's bodies in modern China
Grenouilles roman
Hong Kong's watershed the 1967 riots
Hua guan bing du
In the name of justice striving for the rule of law in China
Inventaire analytique et critique du conte chinois en langue vulgaire
Le tombeau des amants conte chinois de la fin des Ming
Male anxiety and female chastity a comparative study of Chinese ethical values in Ming-Ch'ing times
Media and politics in post-handover Hong Kong
Media, social mobilization and mass protests in post-colonial Hong Kong the power of a critical event
New feminism in China Young middle-class Chinese women in Shanghai
New modern Chinese women and gender politics the centennial of the end of the Qing Dynasty
Planet Hong Kong popular cinema and the art of entertainment
Talk radio, the mainstream press, and public opinion in Hong Kong
The individualization of Chinese society
The many dimensions of Chinese feminism
The sage and the second sex confucianism, ethics, and gender
Uneasy partners the conflict between public interest and private profit in Hong Kong
Wenhua jujiang Fu Lei
Women and China's revolutions
Women warriors and wartime spies of China
Xin yi cong xun zhai yu
Xu Zidong xian dai wen xue ke = Xu Zidong on modern Chinese literature

Ebooks

Hong Kong's watershed the 1967 riots /
In the name of justice striving for the rule of law in China /
Renegotiating film genres in East Asian cinemas and beyond /
The Nanjing massacre: a Japanese journalist confronts Japan's national shame /
Uneasy partners the conflict between public interest and private profit in Hong Kong /
Civil unrest and governance in Hong Kong: law and order from historical and cultural perspectives /